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The Home of Nature is a collection of decorative and structural laser cut metal screens and objects which aim at enhancing a positive relation to Nature in all living environments. We design non perishing flowers and weather resistant nature inspired panels to screen and improve the landscape.

Suitable for outdoors and indoors, our screens and planters create privacy, space division or solar protection in private homes, hotels, clubs, hospitals, lounges, decks and gardens.

LSD – Logical Space design is an Italian design brand and a Rome based architecture and design studio, active in professional planning and project management in space and object design.

We agree with the results of extensive interdisciplinary research in the field of Biophilia that states that the frequent perception and interaction with natural shapes has benificial effects on well-being, stress reduction, improvement in concentration and creativity.

LSD Team: Roberta Mossetto, Claus Orso, David Righetti
Screens
Screens for decoration, fencing and space division. Our Nature inspired design leads to an immersive feeling of well being. Shadows are playful and make up for a changing landscape. High screens or low screens to be installed on wall or railing. Choose your model, color and size on p.46
High screens
on parapet

Assembly on parapet
with plugs and stainless screws.
Mounting on parapet with poles equipped with welded bars to be inserted with resin.
High screens on railing

Mounting on metal railing with custom-made fixing accessories and stainless steel bolts.
Mounting on metal railing with poles on which the panels are fixed with stainless steel bolts.
Our planters are containers of growing green, elements of dream landscapes with perforated optionals such as removable fronts and backscreens. Made of aluminum, assembled with stainless steel bolts, they can contain existing or new vases. The material is ideal for outdoor uses; it does not oxidize and remains cool protecting the root system.
• BASIC
• WITH BANNER
• WITH HIGH SCREEN

Designs can be chosen from our collection at p. 48. The upper edge of the panels can be closed or have an open design.
The basic planters are aluminum containers with adjustable feet and a perforated shelf in which to place existing or new vases. The front panel is removable and can be enriched with a perforated design and backlit with LED light.
The front panel is easily removable for maintenance.

Basic planters
A second version of the planters with screens has side poles, which support a smaller perforated panel at eye level, thus creating a shielding band that performs the function of visual protection. An excellent solution in the presence of parapets or railings.
Planters with banner
The planters with screens are similar to the basic ones but have a high perforated back panel to add visual protection to the green containment function.
Planters with screens
Pergolas harmonically define space projecting evocative shadows. Ideal for cool outdoor lunches, terrace cocktail parties and romantic dinners, the nature inspired design gives a high level of opacity, filtering sunlight gently through the screens for a cool rest.
Dimensions: 4.00 x 3.00 x H 2.70 mt
4.00 x 6.00 x H 2.70 mt

Pergolas
Our pergolas can be self standing or leaned against a wall and can be enriched by vertical, fixed or sliding panels and planters. Aluminum is the material chosen for the roofing: it is light in weight, does not heat up under the sun and does not oxidate.
Pergolas
This project showcases a large number of our products making it the ideal reference for expressing their potential use. An integrated biophilic design project where you can see wall mounted and self standing pergolas with sliding panels (see p. 24); rows and clusters of planters in the basic and screen-added versions (see pp. 16, 20) alternated to open top screen-only panels (see p. 8). In the foreground a Corten double basic planter.
Therapeutic Garden
All panels can have a scenographic backlit effect enhancing the perforated design and creating dynamic 3D reflections. Backlighting requires a continuous background; in the absence of a parapet or wall we can provide aluminum backpanels.
Outdoor illumination requires the presence of one or more power supplies which need to be placed according to the project’s specific requirements. Our panels are equipped with waterproof LED stripes 24V warm light 3000 K°

Backlit panels
Lanterns and appliques are our medium to transfer the feel of Nature to the inside. Applique *Monstera* with the design of the Philodendron (*Monstera Deliciosa*) deliver a surprising though familiar 3D effect. Backlit with LED light they bring a pleasant visual effect even in narrow spaces such as hallways, passages and lobbies.
Our applique lamps are fitted with an integrated 4 Watt warm light 3000 K° LED tube IP40, hidden in the back of the panel. Dimensions: W 50 x H 50 x D 4 cm

Applique Monstera
Appliques with the Parrots design in powder coated aluminum make up for exotic windows on the World. They have the reassuring effect of a nest when off, the power of a light sculpture when lit.
Our applique lamps are fitted with an integrated 4 Watt warm light 3000 K° LED tube IP40, hidden by the uncut top banner. Dimensions: W 40 x H 30 x D 12 cm
Appliques with the Olive design in powder coated aluminum make up for mediterranean windows on the World.
Our applique lamps are fitted with an integrated 4 Watt warm light 3000 K LED tube IP40, hidden by the uncut top banner.
Dimensions: W 40 x H 30 x D 12 cm

Applique Ulivo
Lanterns are a little magic of shapes and shades and carry the relevance of tradition. In their presence the atmosphere immediately adjusts towards cozy. Designs available are on p. 46.
Powered by E27 vintage bulbs, our lanterns make a warm light.
Dimensions: W 20 x H 40 x D 14 cm
Patterns
Available designs. Themes are in constant development and customization is our passion.
...choose here your favorite patterns
Schefflera (Schefflera arboricola)
Bamboo  (Bambuseae)
Stemona (Stemona japonica)
Parrots
Quince  (Chaenomeles superba)
Figue (Ficus carica)
Garlic flowers  (Allium giganteum)
Olive (Olea europaea)
Monstera  (Monstera deliciosa)
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